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ABSTRACT
Autonomous recording units and passive acoustic monitor-
ing present minimally intrusive methods of collecting bioa-
coustics data. Combining this data with species agnostic bird
activity detection systems enables the monitoring of activity
levels of bird populations. Unfortunately, variability in am-
bient noise levels and subject distance contribute to difficul-
ties in accurately detecting bird activity in recordings. The
choice of acoustic frontend directly affects the impact these
issues have on system performance. In this paper, we bench-
mark traditional fixed-parameter acoustic frontends against
the new generation of learnable frontends on a wide-ranging
bird audio detection task using data from the DCASE2018
BAD Challenge. We observe that Per-Channel Energy Nor-
malization is the best overall performer, achieving an accu-
racy of 89.9%, and that in general learnable frontends sig-
nificantly outperform traditional methods. We also identify
challenges in learning filterbanks for bird audio.

Index Terms— Bird Activity Detection, Bioacoustics,
Learnable Frontend, PCEN, LEAF, STRF, TD Filterbanks

1. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of bird populations is of increasing importance as
biodiversity continues to decline and the impacts of climate
change become more evident [1]. Many population studies
are utilising passive acoustic monitoring and autonomous
recording units to record bioacoustic audio [2, 3], which
present non-intrusive methods for carrying out research on
bird populations [4]. The results of these studies can serve as
indicators of the effects of climate change [5].

Audio is highly suitable for monitoring bird populations
as many species are identifiable by their vocalisations and vi-
sual analysis can be difficult. In the age of Deep Learning,
spectrogram representations of the audio are the most com-
mon input features to a system [6]. This form of representa-
tion is easily interpretable by humans and also allows Con-
volutional Neural Networks to extract spectro-temporal pat-
terns.

The primary parameters governing the spectrogram rep-
resentation of audio are the window size (determining the
time/frequency trade-off), frequency axis scaling and ampli-
tude compression. There is evidence that increased time res-
olution favours bird audio [7] but there is little consensus on
the best representation of the frequency axis, whether it is
linear, logarithmic or mel scaling [6]. There is further de-
bate on whether mel scaling is suitable for bioacoustics, as
it is derived from human auditory perception [8]. Bird au-
dio is typically in the range of 800-8000Hz, and mel scaling
focuses much of the energy in the lower bands. Log compres-
sion is loudness dependant and can increase the appearance
of noise in the spectrogram. The robustness of the chosen
representation to environmental noise and loudness variation
is paramount. In spite of this, standard log-mel spectrograms
used in human speech applications are ubiquitous in the anal-
ysis of bird vocalisations [6].

New trainable frontends have been developed for a range
of audio applications which can learn the filterbanks [9, 10],
perform loudness normalisation and noise reduction [11, 10],
or exploit patterns in temporal and frequency modulation
[12]. Per-Channel Energy Normalisation has been employed
recently in bioacoustics [13, 14] and the remaining frontends
have been tested on various bird audio tasks, including bird
activity detection. However, no dedicated comparative as-
sessment of the suitability of these methods in bird activity
detection has been done. As a vital first step to any subse-
quent population analysis, this is crucial for judging their
suitability for bird bioacoustics work.

This paper compares traditional and learnable frontends
using the same datasets and model architecture. We evalu-
ate performance on a species-agnostic bird activity detection
task. The datasets contain a large variety of bird species and
call types, as well as many noise sources (e.g. wind, traffic,
human activity and speech). We provide the most comprehen-
sive, up-to-date investigation on the suitability of learnable
frontends in bird audio detection to date. Section 2 details the
frontends. In Section 3 we outline our methodology for eval-
uation. In Section 4, we present and discuss the experimental
results and Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2. FRONTENDS FOR BIRD AUDIO DETECTION

Frontends in this paper can be broken into two groups: non-
learnable, and learnable. Non-learnable representations in-
clude linear spectrograms (spect), mel spectrograms (mel),
and log compressed mel spectrograms (logmel). These fron-
tends have no parameters that are optimised during network
training; their parameters are fixed. Our choice in non-
learnable frontend parameters was influenced by [7] and [15].
We utilise a window length of 10ms in all our FFTs with
overlap of 75%, and 41 mel filters with center frequencies
ranging from 500Hz to 16KHz.

The learnable frontends include Spectro-Temporal Fil-
ters (STRF) [12], Time-Domain Filterbanks (TD) [9], Per-
Channel Energy Normalisation (PCEN) [11] and LEarnable
Audio Frontend (LEAF) [10]. These frontends represent a
new generation of frontends implemented as layers in a neu-
ral network, which can be optimised alongside the model. We
provide a brief explanation of each learnable frontend below.

2.1. STRF

STRF was proposed by Riad et al. [12] in 2021 as a gen-
eral purpose acoustic frontend. It comprises a set of learnable
two-dimensional Gabor filters which detect spectro-temporal
modulations. The primary focus on temporal and spectral
modulations has been utilised previously in low computation
bird activity detection [16]. The authors limit the frontend to
the space of Gabor functions g(t, f), defined by Equation 1,
which comprises of a sinusoidal wave s(t, f) (Equations 3, 4)
windowed by a Gaussian function w(t, f) (Equation 2).

gk(t, f) = sk(t, f) · wk(t, f) (1)

wk(t, f) =
1

2πσtkσfk
e−( 1

2 (t
2/σ2

tk
+f2/σ2

fk
)) (2)

sk(t, f) = ej(2π(FkRγk )) (3)
where, Rγk = t cos(γk) + f sin(γk) (4)

STRF takes in a mel-spectrogram (E(t, f)) and computes
64 Gabor filters Z (Equation 5) with four learnable param-
eters per filter controlling the sinusoidal wave (Fk, γk) and
Gaussian window (σtk , σfk ) of each filter.

Z(t, f, k) =
∑
u,v

E(u, v)gk(t− u, f − v) (5)

STRF has been tested on a zebra finch call classifica-
tion task (single species, distinguishing between different
vocalisations), but has not been tested on our task of species-
agnostic bird activity detection.

2.2. TD

TD was proposed by Zeighdour et al. [9] in 2018 as an al-
ternative to mel filterbanks, proposing a set of learnable filter-
banks tuned to the specific application. There are also options
for the learning of pre-emphasis and averaging.

TD(t, f) = |x ∗ φn|2 ∗ |Φ|2(t) (6)

Equation 6 defines the time-frequency representation of
TD, where x is the input waveform, φn is the impulse re-
sponse of the n-th filter and Φ(t) represents the Hanning win-
dow. The wavelets (φn) are initialised to Gabor wavelets ap-
proximating a mel filterbank. Although initialised to an ap-
proximate mel scale using Gabor wavelets, the parameters are
not constrained to this.

TD has been tested on a bird audio detection task [10]
on the same data utilised in this paper, achieving an accuracy
of 80.9%. Our experiments using TD outperform the results
presented in [10].

2.3. PCEN and LEAF

PCEN (Wang et al.) [11] and LEAF (Zeghidour et al.) [10]
were both proposed by researchers at Google in 2017 and
2021, respectively. PCEN was originally proposed to improve
keyword spotting, whereas LEAF is a general-purpose acous-
tic frontend. PCEN usually takes mel-spectrograms as input
(E(t, f)) but there is no restiction on what filterbanks could
be used. It addresses the issues of normalisation and noise by
proposing learnable Automatic Gain Control (AGC) and Dy-
namic Range Compression (DRC) parameters. The AGC is
applied prior to DRC and yields Equation 7. Both the AGC
and DRC are learned per frequency channel.

PCEN(t, f) =

(
E(t, f)

(M(t, f) + ε)α
+ δ

)r
− δr (7)

AGC is achieved using a learnable smoother (Equation 8)
which emphasises changes relative to the recent spectral his-
tory along the temporal axis. The smoothing parameter s can
be learned for each frequency band, as a global parameter or
set according to some time constant T [17]. Therefore PCEN
is based on the set of parameters (s,α, δ, r, ε)

M(t, f) = (1− s)M(t− 1, f) + sE(t, f) (8)

The overall effect is one of Gaussianising the distribution
of spectral magnitudes and decorrelating frequency bands
[17]. The output of PCEN is a spectrogram-like output and
has already been employed in bioacoustic Sound Event De-
tection to great effect [13, 14].

LEAF extends upon PCEN through a learnable bank of
one-dimensional Gabor filters and low-pass smoothing (sim-
ilar in formulation to Equation 6) prior to applying PCEN.
The Gabor filters are initialised to the mel scale at the start of
training and the system attempts to learn the frequency bands
of interest. Unlike TD, these filters are limited to the space
of Gabor functions (Equation 9). This results in fewer pa-
rameters than the unconstrained filters used in TD, and the
filterbanks are more easily interpretable.



Dataset Positive Negative Total
BirdVox-DCASE-20k 10017 9983 20000
freefield1010 5755 1935 7690
warblrb10k 6045 1955 8000
Totals 21817 13873 35690

Table 1: Details of datasets included from the DCASE2018
Bird Audio Detection Challenge. Positive means count of
recordings with a bird present.

φn(t) = e2πjηnt
1√

2πσnbw
e
− t2

2σ2nbw (9)

Φn(t) =
1√

2πσnlp
e
− t2

2σ2nlp (10)

LEAF uses learnable low-pass filters for each frequency
band in order to downsample in the time-domain. In contrast
to TD, which uses a Hanning window, LEAF utilises a low
pass filter with a Gaussian impulse response (Equation 10).
This produces a spectrogram like-output similar to PCEN. In
addition to the parameters for PCEN, LEAF adds the follow-
ing parameters (ηn, σnbw , σnlp). LEAF has achieved an accu-
racy of 81.4%, also on the bird audio detection tasks in [10].

3. TESTING METHODOLOGY

3.1. Task & Datasets

To evaluate each frontend we train independent supervised
models on a bird audio detection task. This task involves the
classification of whether a 10s clip of audio contains bird vo-
calisations or not. It is a species agnostic task, and the system
is expected to generalise to species and vocalisations it may
not have encountered during training.

We utilise the datasets released as part of the DCASE2018
Bird Audio Detection Challenge [18]. The challenge pro-
vided annotated datasets from three sources (detailed in Ta-
ble 1), in order to provide a better evaluation of generality.
One dataset (BirdVox-DCASE-20k [19]) contains passively
recorded data from remote monitoring projects. The remain-
ing datasets (freefield1010 [20], warblrb10k1), are active,
crowdsourced recordings contributed to the freesound project
and from users of the Warblr bird recognition app.

All three datasets combined comprise 35690 recordings,
each of 10s length, sampled at 44.1KHz and normalised
to −2dBFS. Clip-level annotations are provided denoting
the presence (postive label) or absence (negative label) of
birds. BirdVox is considered a more challenging dataset due
to the abundance of environmental noise and distance from
subject. Distance to subject is shorter in Freefield1010 and
Warblrb10k however, both contain large amounts of human

1Accessible via: https://archive.org/details/warblrb10k public

Frontend Test Set Accuracy (%)
spect 78.4
mel 71.7
logmel 70.4
STRF 71.3
TD 87.6
PCEN 89.9
LEAF 83.7

Table 2: Test accuracy, broken down by frontend.

generated noise. We use a 70:15:15 split for training, valida-
tion and test datasets, ensuring the relative proportions and
class balance of each dataset are maintained.

3.2. Model

The network architecture for all our experiments is EfficientNet-
B0 [21] with one head node providing classification output.
The most popular model architectures for bioacoustics work
are ResNet or VGG-based [6]. However, EfficientNet based
models offer a good compromise between computational re-
sources and accuracy, and can be deployed on edge-based
systems. We do not use pre-trained weights to initialise the
network. We train using Binary Cross Entropy loss and the
ADAM optimiser with an initial learning rate of 10−3 with a
10x reduction when the validation loss reaches a plateau.

3.3. Statistical Testing

We analyse our results by first reporting the accuracy of the
model using a particular frontend, evaluated across the entire
test set. We also report accuracy by dataset. We take random,
independently distributed subsets with replacement of the test
set, and evaluate the accuracy of each subset per model. The
Shapiro-Wilk test of normality was used and indicated that
the data are normally distributed and the results of ANOVA
testing indicate at least one of the systems has statistically
different results. Verifying this allows us to run a post-hoc
pairwise comparison.

As our data is normally distributed, we use the Tukey
HSD test to find which pairs of results differ from each other.
This determines whether results are significantly different. If
there is no significant difference between the two frontends
on the whole test set, then further analysis will be carried out
by comparing their accuracy per dataset.

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The overall results are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1. Ta-
ble 2 reports the performance of each frontend on the test data,
allowing for an overall system ranking. From this we can see
that PCEN is the best overall performer. Figure 1 details per-
formance per dataset, providing insight into how each fron-
tend performs under different conditions. Table 3 presents

https://archive.org/details/warblrb10_public


spect mel logmel STRF TD PCEN
spect N/A
mel � N/A

logmel � � N/A
STRF � � N/A

TD � � � � N/A
PCEN � � � � � N/A
LEAF � � � � � �

Table 3: Significance tests on pairwise-comparisons using
Tukey’s HSD. Cells marked with � indicate statistically sig-
nificant results (p < 0.05) on the entire test set. Cells marked
with � indicate statistically significant results on at least one
dataset.

Fig. 1: Total Accuracy on the test set, by frontend. Accuracy
is also broken down by dataset

the results of significance testing. As we can see most of our
results are statistically significant. Only the STRF/logmel re-
sults do not differ significantly on any dataset, implying there
is no discernible performance difference.

Of the non-learnable frontends, uncompressed linearly
scaled spectrograms (spect) perform best (78.4%). Un-
compressed mel filterbank energies (mel) are the next best
(71.7%) with similar performance on freefield1010, but re-
duced performance on warblrb10k and BirdVox-DCASE-
20k. Log compressed mel spectrograms (logmel) is the
worst traditional frontend (70.4%), largely due to its poor
performance on the BirdVox data. Logmel offers excellent
performance on the cleaner datasets, better than some learn-
able frontends. The log compression however, causes very
poor performance on noisier data with distant subjects.

On average, the learnable frontends perform better than
the non-learnable frontends. STRF (71.3%) offers similar
performance to logmel (70.4%) and as mentioned above, Ta-
ble 3 shows there is no significant difference in their results
on any dataset. The reasons for this are currently unknown,
as both systems operate on different principles. The only con-
clusion we can make at this time is that on this task, STRF
performs no better than logmel and is less interpretable. TD
shows the second best performance overall (87.6%), show-
ing that learnable filterbanks are capable of improving per-

formance. The results across all datasets are consistent, with
good performance on more difficult data. However the TD
representation is less interpretable, likely due to the uncon-
strained filterbanks.

As previously mentioned, PCEN is the best performer
overall (89.9%), offering similar performance gains to log-
mel on the cleaner data of freefield1010 and warblrb10k, but
also on the more difficult data from BirdVox. This is due
to the AGC being tuned to improve the dynamic range of
the signal of interest, while lessening the effect of noise on
the resulting spectrogram. Note that in our experiments, we
could not train a per-channel smoother to further improve
normalisation and noise reduction; these models could not
converge. Therefore we used a fixed value for s.

LEAF (83.7%) performs worse than PCEN (89.9%) and
TD (87.6%), despite incorporating elements from both ap-
proaches. It offers the advantage of learnable filters that are
more interpretable than TD, and uses a PCEN layer for com-
pression of the resulting magnitudes, however, it performs
worse on all datasets. There are two possible reasons for this:
the learned filterbanks or the learned lowpass filters. Given
the strong performance of TD, future work should compare
the learned filterbanks of TD and LEAF, to understand why
LEAF did not perform best on this task.

Our results indicate that learnable compression of spectro-
gram magnitudes offer the greatest increases in performance.
Log compression works well on clean data, but on noisier data
the performance suffers. No compression at all is more con-
sistent than log scaling, and learnable compression is both
consistent and performs better. Learnable filterbanks can im-
prove performance, but less so than learnable compression,
and in the case of PCEN vs. LEAF, seem to reduce perfor-
mance. We posit that the complexity of bird audio, especially
in a species agnostic task, poses issues for learning filterbanks
that are constrained to a given space (i.e. the space of Gabor
functions in the case of LEAF). This constraint is imposed for
interpretability, but negatively impacts performance on this
challenging data. Further work is needed to improve the per-
formance of learnable filterbanks that remain interpretable.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we compared traditional and learnable acoustic
frontends for audio classification in the context of bioacous-
tics, specifically bird activity detection. We observe signif-
icant improvements in model accuracy using learnable fron-
tends. PCEN is the best overall performer, and the results
from LEAF and TD suggest that the effect of compression has
a greater impact on system performance than the filterbanks
used. While acknowledging the gains shown by learnable fil-
terbanks over traditional methods, we recommend the usage
of PCEN over other methods until issues around learnable in-
terpretable filterbanks for bird audio detection are resolved.
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